
Task:

Some people think that all university students should study whatever they like. Others 
believe that they should only be allowed to study subjects that will be useful in the future, 
such as those related to science and technology.

Discuss both these views and give your own opinion?

Education is going to be a controversial issue among individuals. While some believe that it is 
more beneficial for pupils to continue their education in certain majors, other assert that they 
students should have the liberty to choose their field of study. This essay will discuss both 
views, and presenting the author's view at the end.

Some claim that as technology and science change the life-style, future belongs to them, so it 
is more beneficial to society to force students to follow their education in these fields. They 
believe that with by this attitude we will guarantee the next generation of inventors and 
scientists. Needless to say, there are many merits for individuals who are experts in these 
fields since there are a lot of job opportunities and demands for these kinds of employees. For 
instance, in many up-to-date factories labors are replaced by robots, so maintenance 
engineers and innovative scientists to create novel robots are in high demand. 

In spite of these arguments, opponents assert that students should have freedom in terms of 
choosing/selecting their major and they should attend to their desires. They claim that ability 
and enthusiasm are decisive factors in for being a skilful expert. For example, from a customs 
point of view, in my country many parents have make their kids continue their major in 
technical or scientific fields such as medicine medial course or engineering study, while 
children are not interested in these this subjects, thus we will have a lot of university students 
who are either frustrated or incapable of to completing terminate their study.   

As a conclusion, I strongly believe that students should be free to choose their future 
occupation since they know their strengths and weaknesses better than anyone else. 
Moreover, societies require teachers, artists and lawyers besides scientists and engineers.


